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Shanghai International Settlement’s neutral policy is another product of the 
Western gunboats policy, is an extremely distorted state in China's diplomatic history, 
is an important characteristic of concession state within a state. In China's modern 
history, Neutral policy is another important means to seize China's sovereign powers, 
It’s putting forward and giving up are service for powers to expanded rights and 
interests. So, system carding and in-depth research Shanghai International 
Settlement’s neutral policy, not only is advantageous to the comprehensive 
understanding of neutral policy，identify how authorities through neutral policy, 
expand the invasion of the rights and interests of step by step， but also conducive to 
reveal reality of the powers under the guise of neutrality of the plot, and further 
realize the importance of the national consciousness enhancement and the fight for 
national independence. 
This paper is constituted of five chapters and an introduction..The introduction, 
consisting of the topic origin, literature review and materials, method and analytical 
framework. The First Chapter mainly discusses the Shanghai International 
Settlement’s neutral policy , proposed and confirmed, at the same time discusses the 
Shanghai International Settlement and Municipal. In Chapter Two, it elaborates on 
the policy process in detail. Chapter Three analyzes the effects of the neutral policy. 
The neutral policy has keep a quiet corner of Shanghai at wartime, has a certain 
positive effect objectively and demonstrates the positive impact on China's 
sovereignty at the cost of further damage. We should know clearly of neutral policy. 
The Fourth Chapter mainly analyses the reason of the Shanghai International 
Settlement authorities to abandon neutrality policy. From different perspectives to 
discuss, thus thoroughly expose the aggression under the guise of a neutral. Chapter 
Five is about the general conclusion，which makes an overall statement and briefly 
reviews the Neutral policy’s implementation and giving up.  
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之武力和外人视为自然律中 重要的“自卫权” 而已。 从 19 世纪 50 年代首
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